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Argentine Reds You Should Know
Mention Argentina and wine, and the first word that comes to any
oenophile’s mind will be “malbec.” Argentina’s success with its signature
red grape over the past decade has been astounding and could be a case
study for marketing classes. Argentina’s wine exports to the United
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States
have surpassed
Chile’s. Cahors, the French appellation that relies
on the grape, has defied French convention by putting its name on labels
and branding its wine as “the French malbec.”
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Wines of the week: David Williams

Well, surprise: Argentina has much more to offer than just malbec.
Think fresh, elegant cabernet sauvignon; plummy, earthy syrah; and juicy
bonarda.
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acidity and avoiding high sugar levels and the resulting alcohol.
To help make sense of Argentina’s diversity, I sought guidance from Laura
(£18.95, or £17.95 as part of a case of 12 bottles,
Catena, winemaker at her family’s Catena Zapata winery in Mendoza and
author of “Vino Argentino: An Insider’s Guide to the Wines and Wine
Country of Argentina” (Chronicle, 2010).
“I see a lot of potential for cabernet sauvignon in Mendoza,” she wrote via
e-mail. “In the clay soils of Lujan de Cuyo, it is rich and dense, with mostly
dark fruits. As one goes higher into Tupungato (west toward the mountains) or south in the southern part of the Uco Valley, it is cooler and the
cab sauv has more... mint, acidity and nice density, more Bordeaux style.”
I’ve always been impressed with the cabernet from Catena, from its basic bottling ($24) to its Alta ($40) and
the winery’s flagship cab-malbec blend, called Nicolas Catena Zapata. The house style — well, maybe a
national style to some extent — is elegant and fresh, with some appealing mintiness and tannins that give
structure but remain nearly invisible beneath the fruit.
Bonarda is more widely planted than cabernet. “It’s a really fun wine,” Catena says. “Incredibly aromatic with
bright red-fruit aromas, and an almost sweet-and-sour taste that makes it ideal for pasta with tomato sauce
and pizza.”
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